
 
 
 

IPad Apps 
 

Dyslexia: 
 
Nessy Learning ltd  
 
Dyslexia Quest.  
 
Climb the mountain and play the yeti games. 
Each game tests memory and learning skills. 

 The games are designed to assess working memory, phonological awareness,                 
processing speed, visual memory, auditory memory and sequencing skills. 
 
Hairy Letters  
 
Learn the names and sounds of each letter with the Hairies. 
Interact with the animations and trace the letter shape on screen with you finger. 

 Play games to reinforce learning. 
 
What is Dyslexia? 
 
Free app to help you understand dyslexia. 
Comic strip story plus quiz  parent and teacher tips. 

 
 

 Naughty Pony 
Interactive storybook. Complete an activity on every page. 
Learn to look after a pony. Feed, groom etc 
Create a pony and send to friends. 

 
 
 
 
 
Letter Reversals 
 
LetterReflex 
Tilt It: Left from Right using kinaesthetic Learning 
Flip it 
Practise letter and word discrimination using arcade style action 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Speech to Text / Text to Speech  
 
 Dragon Dictation 
 
Free speech to text app. Easy to use voice recognition application powered by Dragon 
Naturally Speaking.  
Requires network connectivity. 
 
 
 
Text to Speech 
 
Free app. Converts text to speech. Powered by ispeech.org     
 
 
Lite Voice Dream Reader 
 
Text to speech. Reads wide variety of texts with ability to change voice and change 
how text looks on screen. 
Lite version stops playing after a few sentences and you have to re- press play 
otherwise same as paid version. 
 
 
Writing Aids 
 
Clicker Docs £21.99 
Develops pupil’s writing skills. 
Builds confidence with use of differentiated support tools.  
Child friendly key-board with simple word processor + range of speech options 
Word predictor and talking spell checker option.  
Option of ready made Word banks from Learning Grids or from pasted text 
Create own topic based Word Banks. 
 
Clicker Sentences £18.99 
Set up any sequence of sentences by typing or pasting. 
Ready made sentence sets available from Learning Grids 
Model sentence pop up option. 
Spoken sentence option. 
Automatically randomises order option 
Add pictures from photo library, own pictures or ipad camera  
Print option available.. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Clicker Books £21.99 
Pupils use child friendly tools to add pictures, text and sound to create books 
Customisable reading + writing support 
Can create pre-prepared books for children to complete with word or picture banks 
Speech support, word predictor, word banks, child friendly keyboard 
Add + draw pictures 
Listen and record option.  
 
  WriteOnline £21.99 
 Provides secondary school pupils with age appropriate writing support. 
 When sentences are punctuated work is read back. 
 Intelligent word predictor option. and Talking Spellchecker. 
 Wordbars provide tabbed vocabulary support. 
 Option of ready made wordbars and word banks available from learning Grids.  
 
 
 
Books: Reading Schemes: 
 
Project X An interactive reading programme from OUP  
Free lite version provides sample pages and character video introduction /overview 
50% discount for schools on books from the bookstore. 
 
 
 
 
Read with Biff, Chip and Kipper: Library  
Free library app sample pages.  
Books available as single books or learning levels from 1-6 
Listen or use as an audio book 
Interactive pages. 
Word pronunciation option. 
Currently quite expensive compared to physical versions. 
 
 
                                                     

Collins Big Cat 
Free range of interactive levelled books. 
Audio narration, music and sound effects. 
Read along to highlighted text or Read it to me 
options 
Voice Record option 
Story Creator to transfer reading to writing skills. 
 
 

 



 
 
 
Phonics  
 
Mr Thorne does Phonics: Letters and Sounds (also available as separate apps) 
Over 70 literacy videos using synthetic phonics approach to reading 
 
Mr Thorne’s Spellbook 1   
101 spelling tests based on the order of teaching Letters and Sounds 
Leads onto digraphs and trigraphs 
Player is encouraged to listen then spell 
 
Mr Thorne’s Spellbook 2 
Second spelling app covering themed sets for key stage 3 such as space, pets, football 
 
 
 
Twinkle Phonics Suite £4.99 or available as separate Phase apps £2.49 
Phase 1-5 of letters and Sounds. 
Sounds and names of letters 
Blending sounds in cvc 
Phase 2-3 graphemes  
Initial +final blends 
Alternative spellings for phonemes 
High frequency and tricky words for each phase. 
 
ChooseIT Literacy from Inclusive Technology Coming Soon Autumn 13 
Structured activities from Letters and Sounds. 
250 activities with over 5,000 pages 
Listening skills,initial letters, initial blends, initial sounds, initial blend sounds, 
alphabet, everyday words, tricky high frequency words. 
 
Spell That! 
Compose and record own spelling lists 
Short sessions 
Record/edit own list options 
Children can record their own spellings 
 
Writing Tools 
 
ShowMe Interactive whiteboard 
 
Turns an ipad into a personal interactive whiteboard with a voice record option. 
 
 
Doodle Buddy 
Free app. Good range of writing tools and backgrounds. 
 
 



 
Fingerpaint Magic 
Free magical art style fingerpainting app.  
 
 
 
 
Finger Paint with sounds 
Offers multi or single touch   
Sound off/on option 
Can be used for letter formation/spelling practise 
 


